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Are you looking for a way to watch this movie for free? ww.123movies.ws is no longer active. No paid or free streaming links
are available, however, you can still use this link for older and current streaming .Q: Using PDO for class I have a class that
make some api call with curl. class ApiRequest { public $data; private $client; public function __construct(Client $client) {
$this->client = $client; } public function get($path, $params = []) { return $this->client->call($path, $params); } } The problem
is that I need to send some parameters to the function get() I could do it in this way $curl = new Curl(); $request = new
ApiRequest($curl); $curl->setOpt(CURLOPT_RETURNTRANSFER, true); $request->get("/activities/all", [ 'access_token' =>
"xxx", 'user_id' => "xxx" ]); $json = $request->get(); But the problem is that the ApiRequest class is not a model class and I
don't want to send the value of the "access_token" and "user_id" from the PHP-script. So I thought that I could do it with PDO
(I'm not a big fan of PDO since there is a lot of library in PHP that that take on the PDO. And what I wanted to do is to do
something like this class ApiRequest { public function __construct($PDO) { $this->PDO = $PDO; } public function get($path,
$params = []) { return $this->PDO->prepare("SELECT * FROM *") ->execute($params); } } and in the PHP script like this
$PDO = new PD
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